The efficacy of single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) architectures is limited when handling divergent control flows. This circumstance results in SIMD fragments using only a subset of the available lanes. We propose an iteration interleaving-based SIMD lane partition (IISLP) architecture that interleaves the execution of consecutive iterations and dynamically partitions SIMD lanes into branch paths with comparable execution time. The benefits are twofold: SIMD fragments under divergent branches can execute in parallel, and the pathology of fragment starvation can also be well eliminated. Our experiments show that IISLP doubles the performance of a baseline mechanism and provides a speedup of 28% versus instruction shuffle.
INTRODUCTION
Single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) architectures can effectively exploit datalevel parallelism (DLP) while reducing hardware costs in data-independent structures. SIMD capability is widely adopted in both commercial processor products and academic prototypes, such as GPU architectures [NVIDIA 2008 [NVIDIA , 2009 [NVIDIA , 2012 , Cell Broadband Engine [Chen et al. 2007] , and Many Integrated Core [Seiler et al. 2008] . Some academic prototypes seek to improve the performance or utilization of SIMD architectures. They include the FT-Matrix [Chen et al. 2014] , vector-thread (VT) processors [Krashinsky et al. 2004] , stream processors (Imagine [Khailany et al. 2001] , FT-64 [Yang et al. 2007] ), vector lane threading (VLT) [Rivoire et al. 2006] , AnySP [Woh et al. 2010] , and Maven ].
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However, the performance of SIMD architectures can be restricted by divergent control flows, upon which SIMD lanes executing in lock-step would branch into different branch paths. Constrained under the single instruction structure, different branch paths have to be executed sequentially, leading to active execution of only a subset of SIMD lanes, which we refer to as an SIMD fragment. Since SIMD architectures tend to integrate more and more lanes, handling SIMD fragments becomes increasingly important for performance scaling. This problem has received considerable attention in SIMD architecture designs. Examples include the commonly used guarded instruction (GI) mechanism [Bouknight et al. 1972] , dynamic warp formation (DWF) [Fung et al. 2007 [Fung et al. , 2009 , and SIMD lane partition schemes like instruction shuffle (IS) [Wang et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013] . Each design employs different strategies.
Among the preceding solutions, IS dynamically partitions SIMD lanes among different branch paths and captures a significant fraction of the benefits of multiple instruction, multiple data (MIMD) hardware on SIMD processors. However, the benefit of the IS scheme is greatly affected by the unbalanced branch paths structure that stem from the inherent nature of data-parallel applications. Figure 1(a) shows an unbalanced divergent control flow structure that helps to illustrate such inefficiency. The execution time (marked in blocks) of each branch path is quite different: seven for A-B-D-H, nine for A-B-E-H, and three for A-C-H. The corresponding execution scenario of two consecutive iterations is shown in Figure 1(b) . The execution of GI is also illustrated (Figure 1(c) ) for comparison.
As shown in Figure 1 (c), GI lets SIMD fragments executed sequentially upon branches. Numerous SIMD lanes, marked with black dashed arrows, are wasted. IS partitions SIMD lanes dynamically and facilitates the concurrent execution of multiple SIMD fragments, recovering most of the performance loss by GI. However, the execution time of each iteration is determined by the longest branch path (e.g., A-B-E-H), resulting in wasted SIMD lanes for fragments under short branch paths (e.g., A-C-H). We call this pathology fragment starvation, which greatly limits the benefit of IS. Worse performance is expected for applications with even unbalanced branch structures.
Although such fragment starvation decreases the efficiency of each iteration, there are opportunities to improve the efficiency by considering consecutive iterations. Figure 1(d) provides an example. By interleaving the execution of two consecutive iterations, fragments under paths A-B-D-H and A-B-E-H are scheduled in the first iteration, leaving fragments A-C-H in the second iteration. Consequently, wasted SIMD lanes caused by fragment starvation are greatly reduced.
Based on the preceding insight, we propose an iteration interleaving-based SIMD lane partition (IISLP) mechanism, which helps to eliminate the fragment starvation pathology while maintaining the key benefits of SIMD lane partition. The key idea of IISLP is that through interleaving of consecutive iterations, SIMD fragments under comparable branch path execution time can be rescheduled to execute together. This greatly helps to improve the performance of applications that suffer from divergent control flows on SIMD architectures. We summarize our main contributions as follows:
-We identify fragment starvation pathology as a significant challenge that limits the efficiency of existing SIMD lane partition schemes upon unbalanced branch path structures. We propose the idea of categorizing branch paths according to their execution time. -We introduce the concept of IISLP, in which SIMD fragments under the same category of branch paths are rescheduled to execute together. We develop the IISLP microarchitecture and carry out the corresponding register-transfer-level (RTL) implementation based on our in-house SIMD prototype. -We quantitatively evaluate IISLP, which doubles the performance of GI and provides an additional performance boost of 28% over existing SIMD lane partition schemes. We compare IISLP with related architectures like MIMD and DWF. We also reveal that a better performance gain can be expected with a larger amount of register files (RFs) in each SIMD lane.
BASELINE SIMD ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we introduce the SIMD prototype that we use to demonstrate the IISLP architecture. A brief description of the IS microarchitecture is also given.
Overview of SIMD Architecture
Our baseline SIMD prototype (Figure 2(a) ) consists of a scalar control unit (SCU), SIMD unit, and a memory subsystem. The SIMD unit is tightly coupled with the SCU to reduce data transfer time to and from the SCU. The same philosophy is employed in Intel's MIC and AMD's Fusion. The SCU fetches instructions from the I-cache, executes scalar instructions, and loads SIMD instructions. The SIMD unit has multiple lanes executing in a lock-step manner. In our current design, four RFs exist in each lane. Thus, the execution contexts of four iterations can be maintained, and SIMD lanes are time shared among multiple iterations to tolerate long latency operations. The memory subsystem contains the instruction cache and data cache for the SCU and a private multibanked scratchpad memory for the SIMD unit. A DMA engine supports efficient nonblocking data transfers between the D-cache and the scratchpad memory.
IS Microarchitecture
As shown in Figure 2 (a), the IS component serves as an extension of the instruction loading for SIMD unit. The cornerstone is composed of the instruction buffer array (IBA), instruction shuffle unit (ISU), and pending lane buffer (PLB). To achieve dynamic partition of SIMD lanes upon divergent control flows, the code is first statically analyzed. Each basic instruction block, defined as the sequence of instructions between branch targets, is scheduled to one of the instruction buffers at compile time. The target address of branch instructions is transformed to a form (referred to as PC for clarity) that combines the instruction buffer number and offset within the buffer. During execution, the ISU between the IBA and SIMD lanes is dynamically reconfigured according to the branch outcome in each lane. Thus, each lane can connect to the instruction buffer that corresponds to its branch path and execute concurrently. As for the code in Figure 1 At first, all SIMD lanes connect to B0. At the end of block A, the connection pattern of the ISU is dynamically changed, and SIMD lanes under branch paths B and C connect to B0 and B1, respectively. Both SIMD fragments can run concurrently. The PLB is used to suspend the execution of SIMD lanes upon instruction buffer confliction and resume the execution of these SIMD lanes as soon as the target buffer becomes idle.
To maintain efficiency of conventional SIMD execution and reduce buffer confliction, synchronization is necessary at the end of each iteration. Due to this synchronization, iterations' execution time is determined by the longest branch path. For applications with unbalanced branch paths structure, a large amount of execution bubbles will show up in SIMD fragments under shorter branch paths, causing severe fragment starvation problems. This can greatly affect the benefits of IS.
IISLP ARCHITECTURE
The key idea of our IISLP architecture is to interleave the execution of consecutive iterations after branch divergence so that SIMD fragments with comparable branch path execution time can be dynamically rescheduled to execute together. As a result, fragment starvation is eliminated and the benefit of the IS scheme is well maintained. Figure 3 is a block diagram of the IISLP architecture. In addition to the IBA and ISU, the IISLP architecture also introduces a schedule unit. Next we discuss how these components work together with the example shown in Figure 1 (a).
Overall Design
Application code is first statically analyzed, and branch paths are divided into two types according to their path length (execution time). Branch paths of the same type have relatively similar length. This can be simply achieved by the k-means cluster algorithm, with k set to 2. The k-means cluster is a well-studied algorithm that aims to partition n observations into k clusters, in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. For Figure 1 (a), the first type corresponds to paths B-D and B-E, which we refer to as the long type. The second type corresponds to path C, which we refer to as the short type. The branch path type is encoded into a special instruction, which is transformed from the original branch divergence instruction, and determines the types of both taken and untaken branch paths. The code of different branch paths is then loaded into different buffers in the IBA.
For the example in Figure 1 (a), Figure 4 shows the overall execution process of IISLP. Figure 5 illustrates the corresponding context of the status table and distributed tags (only branch path type) in detail. For description simplicity, we refer an N-iteration bundle that can be executed concurrently on an N-wide (8-wide in the figure) SIMD architecture as a vector iteration (VI). To distinguish, we refer to single iterations in a VI as per-lane iterations. Each SIMD lane contains four sets of RFs so that the context of four consecutive VIs can be maintained. The status table in Figure 5 is set to contain After the suspension of four consecutive VIs, the rescheduling process begins, in which the execution of VIs is interleaved. Per-lane iterations with the same branch path type are rescheduled to form a synthetic vector iteration (S-VI). With the help of the status table, rescheduling can be simply done by selecting per-lane iterations according to the indexes in the row whose flag bit is 1. As shown in Figure 5 (a), the flag bit of the L row is 1, and an L-type S-VI can be formed according to the indexes in that row (01, 01, 01, 01, 00, 00, 00, 00), which corresponds to per-lane iterations originally from VI (2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1), respectively.
As shown in Figure 4 , the rescheduling process is followed by the execution of the newly formed S-VI. Although per-lane iterations in the S-VI are of the same branch path type, they are not necessarily the same branch path. Thus, during the execution of S-VI, the whole execution mode is turned into the SIMD lane partition manner, in which multiple SIMD fragments under comparable branch paths run concurrently. The status table and distributed tags are also updated accordingly during this execution process (shown in Figure 5(b) ).
When the S-VI finishes its execution, a new VI (VI 5) is loaded and suspended upon branch divergence. The reload control module facilitates the storing of corresponding context into the vacancies left by the last S-VI. The status table is updated accordingly, looking for opportunities to eliminate the original null items. As shown in Figure 5 (c), the new VI is suspended with the branch path type registered in grid vacancies left by the last S-VI, and the original null items in the status table (L 2, L 6, L 7)) are also updated. After this stage, the rescheduling process forms an S-type S-VI (shown in Figure 5(d) ). The reload, suspension, and rescheduling process will repeat until the end of execution. The rest of this section describes details of the IISLP components.
Hardware Components
This section describes details of each IISLP component. To make this article selfcontained, we briefly introduce the IS component.
IS component. This component contains two parts: the IBA and ISU. The IBA is a set of single-ported instruction buffers coupled with decoders, providing instruction streams to SIMD lanes that fall into different branch paths. In the rare case where the absolute code size of a kernel is larger than the total size of the IBA, the kernel can be explicitly segmented into multiple smaller kernels by the programmer. Moreover, proper instruction buffer size from profiling of target applications can well eliminate such issues. The ISU is a crossbar-based structure and supports flexible connection patterns between IBA and SIMD lanes. The connection patterns can be dynamically configured according to the branch outcome in each SIMD lane.
We remove the PLB structure and merge the branch path at software level to avoid instruction buffer confliction. This path mergence has equal performance effect as the original PLB operation while eliminating the hardware complexity of the PLB. Another reason for this lies in the fact that the IISLP scheme executes not all branch paths concurrently but only branch paths of the same type. This helps to decrease the number of concurrent instruction flows, and thus instruction buffer conflictions are reduced accordingly.
Schedule unit. The schedule unit is shared by all SIMD lanes and is used to interleave the execution of suspended VI. As shown in Figure 6 , the schedule unit is composed of four parts: the status table, the reschedule and reload control modules, and distributed tags.
The status table has two rows, each corresponding to a branch type (L and S). Each table row contains N indexes and one flag, where N is equal to the SIMD width. The index is the RF set number occupied by a per-lane iteration, which has the exact branch path type. When all indexes in a row are not null, the flag is set to 1, indicating that an S-VI can be formed.
Distributed tags are illustrated along with each RF in SIMD lanes. Tag content includes branch types (T), timestamps (T), and PC values for each per-lane iteration. The branch path type records the runtime branch path type (i.e., L or S), whereas PC contains its corresponding ISU configuration, which is used to connect SIMD lanes with corresponding instruction buffers in the IBA. Timestamps record the time when a per-lane iteration is suspended.
The main function of the reschedule control module includes two parts: S-VI construction and update of the status table. The reschedule control module constructs S-VIs according to the indexes of the status table. The construction policy is as follows. The status table row with a flag bit set to 1 will be selected. If both flags of the status table are 1, then the row that is different from the last selection will be chosen. This is to keep all per-lane iterations running in a relatively synchronized manner. It is also possible, however, that flags of both L and S rows are 0. In this circumstance, the L row will be selected, and those null items in the L row will be filled by corresponding items in the S row. Although this will form an S-VI of different branch path types, compared to leaving null items unfilled, the benefit of the IS scheme can be well maintained.
Update of the status table happens in two circumstances. One is upon the suspension of a VI, during which the schedule control module checks if the newly suspended VI contains branch path types that can fill the original null items of the table row. The other is after the construction of the S-VI, in which the schedule unit first clears the corresponding table row and then refills the table row in a timestamped policy according to distributed tags. The latter type of update operations can always be done concurrently with the execution of an S-VI, introducing no extra cycle cost.
The reload control module improved the original VI load with the ability of loading per-lane iterations into dedicated vacancies left by the last S-VI rather than into the same set of RFs. This can be fulfilled by simple introducing a MUX to each SIMD lane (shown in Figure 6 ).
Overall, the extra time cost of rescheduling lies in the formation of an S-VI and the update process upon VI suspension. As described earlier, both processes need only simple logic. Besides the rescheduling, extra logic for reloading is simple as well. In our current design, we merge them with existing pipeline stages, and no extra pipeline cycles are introduced.
Barrier Suspension Point
As described previously, rescheduling happens only after VIs are suspended upon the branch divergence point, and the branch path types of all per-lane iterations should be determined after suspension. To distinguish this special branch divergence point, we call it the suspension point. However, for applications with nested branches, the suspension point, which determines the type of descendant branch paths, can be located in a nested branch path. As shown in Figure 7 , branch paths B-D, B-E, and C-G belong to the long type, whereas branch path C-F belongs to the short type. Branch divergence point X, located at the end of block C, is the so called suspension point, as no matter which branch path a per-lane iteration executes, its branch path type can be determined right after X.
To synchronously suspend per-lane iterations in a VI, we introduce the barrier suspension point, which is inserted in other branch paths at the same execution cycle with the suspension point, helping to guarantee that the branch path types of perlane iterations in a VI can be well determined after suspension. For the example shown in Figure 7 , barrier suspension points Y and Z are inserted into branch paths B-D and B-E, respectively, at cycle 3, which is the exact execution cycle of X. In the corresponding execution process, all per-lane iterations (0 to 7) will be suspended synchronously at the end of cycle 3 with branch path types determined. As in our SIMD prototype, the execution cycle of the whole instruction set is fixed; both the location of suspension point and insertion of barrier suspension points can be done at compile time. 
Instruction Set Architecture
To efficiently support the execution process of the IISLP architecture, we introduce four instructions for the SCU: Fetch, SIS, Sus, and Inqs. We also introduce two instructions for SIMD lanes: Synch and Stop. Compared to the IS architecture, Sus is the only instruction that we introduced additionally.
Fetch is used by the SCU to asynchronously load instructions to the IBA. It has two operands: addr and size. The addr is the start address of instructions. The size indicates the prefetching size. SIS enables SIMD lanes to fetch instructions from the IBA through the ISU rather than from the SCU so that SIMD lanes under different branch paths can obtain instructions concurrently. Sus is the suspension instruction, which is transformed from the original branch instruction. Aside from the PC value of the taken path, Sus also has two additional operands, which indicate the types of both taken and untaken branch paths. When used as barrier suspension instructions, the branch type of the untaken path is set to null. Sus also triggers the rescheduling process when the execution context of four VIs exist. Synch is used to synchronize the execution of all SIMD lanes. Stop sets the state of all SIMD lanes to idle. Inqs is executed in the SCU, which waits for all SIMD lanes to become idle, and switches the entire execution mode back to the traditional SIMD mode, in which the SCU loads instructions for SIMD lanes. Figure 8(b) illustrates the use of these instructions for a slice of conventional branch divergence code shown in Figure 8(a) . At first, the SCU executes Fetch to prefetch instructions. To hide the prefetching overhead, Fetch can be placed well before SIS. SIS then enables the SIMD lane partition mode. The original branch instruction is transformed into the Sus instruction, which contains the target PC (Buff1, C) and branch path types (L, S) of both the taken and untaken path. Sus triggers the rescheduling process followed by the execution of S-VI. All SIMD lanes then synchronize before block D. In the end, SIMD lanes execute Stop to set the state to idle. Then the SCU executes Inqs, turning the whole execution mode into the conventional SIMD manner. 
Combination with Horizontal Permutation
Some parallel applications exhibit a regular branch resolution pattern in each VI [Rhu and Erez 2013a] . For instance, the first SIMD lanes may always fall into the branch paths of long type, whereas other SIMD lanes correspond to the short type. Although this regular pattern may reduce the amount of compactable threads in GPUs, it could limit the benefit of IISLP, as the number of S-VIs containing different types of per-lane iterations can increase. Rhu and Erez [2013a] proposed balanced horizontal permutations to break the regular branch resolution pattern in GPUs. Although IISLP is orthogonal to the horizontal permutation scheme, a proper combination with such permutation can provide much more robust performance gains.
To achieve this type of combination, we apply additional data swizzle operations to refine the mapping between per-lane iteration identifiers and SIMD lanes. Swizzle parameters are generated with Rhu's balanced permutation algorithm, which guarantees that the branch resolution can be refined into a more balanced distribution pattern. As data swizzle operations, which help SIMD lanes communicate with each other under the control of swizzle parameters, are commonly supported in SIMD architectures [NVIDIA 2012; Chen et al. 2014] , no extra hardware support is needed.
Hardware Implementation
We have implemented the RTL modules for the key components of IISLP in Verilog. The Synopsys Design Compiler is used to synthesize the implementations in 40nm technology at 700MHz. The IBA has four instruction buffers and decoders, and the ISU, supporting 4 to 16 flexible connections, consumes about 276,537um 2 and 18,342um 2 , respectively, and the schedule unit accounts for 11423um 2 , which is about 3.9% of the original IS component. We have also integrated these modules into our in-house SIMD prototype design, which is oriented for the embedded data-parallel processing domain and derived from the FT-Matrix chip [Chen et al. 2014 ]. The prototype then becomes an instance of the IISLP architecture. The prototype works at 700MHz with an overall area of about 25mm
2 . Considering such a core area, the overall area overhead of IISLP can be omitted. 
METHODOLOGY
We have developed a detailed cycle-accurate microarchitectural simulator. The simulator is validated against our prototype chip. Baseline architecture parameters are summarized in Table I . In the baseline SIMD architecture, interleaving of VIs is supported as four sets of RFs are maintained. SIMD unit simulation is combined with a cycle-driven memory system simulation. The divergent control flow problem is handled with the GI scheme. The idea of a divergence stack, which is always used in the GPU for branch reconvergence, is not supported currently. However, the idea of IISLP does not preclude the use of such a structure. Based on the preceding simulator, we integrate the components of the IISLP micro architecture. The IBA has four instruction buffers with corresponding decoders, and each contains a maximum of 1,024 instructions. The ISU consists of 16 4:1 configurable MUXes. The status table has two table lines, each with 16 indexes and one flag. The size of distributed tags is set to 16(SIMD width) * 4(sets of RFs) * 20(tag content) bits. Reload and rescheduling logic is also included. For comparison, we set the IS architecture as the one without a status table, distributed tags, and reload and rescheduling logic; architecture parameters for other parts are kept the same as IISLP.
DWF [Fung et al. 2007 [Fung et al. , 2009 ] also adopts the idea of rescheduling iterations in GPUs; the key difference between DWF and IISLP is that DWF regroups identical branch paths rather than comparable paths. To understand such a difference, we conduct the comparison with DWF. As our hardware and simulation infrastructure are quite different from GPU architectures, we quantitatively analyze the performance benefit of regrouping only identical branch paths in the IISLP microarchitecture, which we refer to as a DWF-like scheme. We have also qualitatively analyzed possible performance benefits of IISLP over DWF, when adopted in GPU architectures.
Besides the DWF scheme, the concurrent execution of multiple branch paths makes the IISLP architecture an intermediate between SIMD and MIMD architectures. To fully understand the performance benefit, we also conduct the performance comparison with the MIMD architecture. For the MIMD architecture, we modify the baseline SIMD architecture with an additional instruction cache, instruction fetch, and issue unit for each SIMD lane. Thus, multiple SIMD lanes can execute in a MIMD manner.
Application code is handwritten in assembly using the prototype instruction set. This approach limited the number of benchmarks we could consider; however, an extended C compiler is under development. Our current benchmarks cover the areas of video processing [Suhring 2015 ], physics simulation [OPCODE 2003 ], and computer graphics [He et al. 2006] . A detailed description is provided in Table II .
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Now we present the performance gains from our experiments; GI serves as the baseline performance. To fully understand the performance benefit of IISLP, comparison with IISLP with horizontal permutation (IISLP+Perm), IS, DWF-like, and MIMD architecture are carried out. Moreover, we evaluate the effect of varying the number of RF sets. The impact on memory systems is also analyzed. Figure 9 shows the performance gain of IISLP, IISLP+Perm, IS, DWF-like, and MIMD architecture relative to that of the baseline GI scheme. Overall, IISLP is 28% faster than IS and about two times faster than the GI scheme. Much of its performance benefits are attributed to conquering the sequential execution of different branch paths, which leads to very low SIMD efficiency on baseline SIMD architectures. Although IS can achieve speedups on these benchmarks as well, it also exhibits inefficiency for benchmarks that have unbalanced branch paths (De-blocking, Black_Jack, Bitonic, Odd_Even, and BFS), lowering the overall speedup to 74%. IISLP recovers from most of this inefficiency, especially for benchmarks with a limited number of branch paths (Bitonic, Odd_Even, and BFS). For these applications, the rescheduling result leads to SV-Iter with the same branch path. Thus, the execution bubbles are reduced as much as possible, leading to high overall efficiency. However, there can still be execution bubbles, which come from the fact that the S type is used to compensate the L-type per-lane iterations when both flag bits in the status table are 0.
Overall Performance Gain
For applications with an intensive number of branch paths (Black_Jack and Deblocking), barrier suspension points are inserted due to the nested branch structure; branch paths merging is also adopted to fit the number of instruction buffers. This can change the original balance among branch paths, leading to relatively balanced structure with small performance gain. Benchmarks that have a balanced branch paths structure (Collision Detect and Line Drawing) are not significantly affected by fragment starvation, and hence we do not anticipate significant benefits from IISLP. In fact, for those original balanced benchmarks, the schedule unit in IISLP can be set to be bypassed.
As Line Drawing, Bitonic, and Odd_Even contain relatively regular branch resolution patterns, the performance of IISLP+Perm surpasses that of IISLP. This is because the horizontal permutation within each VI breaks the branch resolution, resulting in a more balanced distribution pattern that provides better rescheduling resources for the formation of an S-VI. On average, 20% of S-VIs are transformed from mixed type to single type, greatly reducing execution bubbles. For other applications with a relatively balanced branch resolution distribution, IISLP+Perm does not show obvious performance gains. Collision Detect exhibits even worse performance due to those extra swizzle operations. Although the combination with horizontal permutation can be done flexibly at software level, the benefit of this combination depends on the branch resolution characteristic of applications, which can be pre-exploited by programmers.
As shown in Figure 9 , the performance of the DWF-like scheme is lower than IISLP for all applications while surpassing IS for Bitonic, Odd_Even, and BFS. This result seems a little contradictory to one's intuition, because theoretically, DWF-like regroups only identical branch paths together so that pipeline bubbles can be reduced as much as possible, and the fragment starvation pathology should be extinct. However, after an in-depth exploration of our experiment, we find that different from GPU architectures, in which a large amount of VI (called warps in the GPU) contexts are maintained, our SIMD architecture only holds the context of four VIs. This makes it difficult to group enough per-lane iterations under identical branch paths into a full VI, causing wasted SIMD lanes in newly formed VIs. Thus, the potential of DWF is greatly limited. This is why applications (De-blocking and Black_Jack) with intensive branch path structures show much lower performance than that of IS. The same reason stands for balanced branch path applications (Collision Detect and Line Drawing). For applications (Bitonic, Odd_Even, and BFS) with a limited number of unbalanced branch paths, pipeline bubbles caused by wasted SIMD lanes become smaller than the one caused by fragment starvation, which is why DWF-like surpasses IS. However, the performance of DWF-like is still lower than IISLP, because in circumstances where the number of per-lane iterations under the same type is not enough to form a full VI, IISLP not only combines the same type of branch paths but also different types of branch paths. Consequently, more pipeline bubbles can be reduced.
Compared to our baseline architecture, the large amount of warp contexts in GPUs provides much more grouping resources for DWF. However, recent research [Rhu and Erez 2013b] has pointed out that even in GPUs, the potential of TBC (an advanced version of DWF) is still limited due to the insufficient amount of qualified threads. Whereas Rhu's method broke such a limitation by horizontal permutation of threads in each warp (VI), the IISLP serves as an orthogonal solution by vertically interleaving the execution of threads among different warps. This can also be adopted in GPUs. MIMD achieves the highest performance gains due to its flexibility in branch divergence handling, whereas IISLP greatly approaches the performance of the MIMD architecture. The performance gap between IISLP and MIMD lies in the fact that rescheduling in IISLP can only compact branch paths of the same type, and execution bubbles still exist within the each type. In addition, it can happen that S-type branch paths are used to complement L-type branch paths when the flag bit of both status table rows are 0. This is the case for applications with a limited number of branch paths (Bitonic, Odd_Even, and BFS). Although the performance of IISLP architecture is relatively a bit lower than that of the MIMD one, IISLP maintains the major efficiency of SIMD architecture in Instruction Fetch, Decode, and Issue (IFDI). The main hardware cost of IISLP includes the IBA and ISU, whereas the MIMD architecture needs another 15 IFDI sets. In our current prototype design, the IFDI part consumes about 3.87% of the overall SIMD core area. Thus, 15 IFDI sets can be quite costly. Moreover, instead of four instruction buffers in the IBA, the MIMD architecture also needs 16 instruction caches, which adds additional hardware cost and scalability problems.
The Effect of Increasing RFs
To provide a zero overhead context switch between VIs, a large number of RF sets are being adopted in SIMD architectures like GPUs. In fact, SIMD architectures tend to integrate even more RFs [Jing et al. 2013] . To understand the benefit of IISLP for a larger number of RF sets, we have varied the number of RF sets in each SIMD lane from 4 to 16. The corresponding performance is shown in Figure 10 .
With an increased number of RFs, Bitonic, Odd_Even, and BFS achieve higher performance due to the increasing number of suspended VIs, which provide better reschedule opportunities to form more balanced S-VIs. Collision Detect and Line Drawing do not show noticeable performance gains due to their original balanced characteristic. For branch path-intensive applications (De-blocking and Black_Jack), each branch type (L and S) contains multiple branch paths. This helps to increase the occurrences of both branch types in each VI, which in turn provides more reschedule candidates with even a small number of RFs. Thus, increasing the number of RFs does not show significant performance gain. For these applications, classifying the branch paths into more fine-grained types can be a possible way to increase performance when more RFs are adopted. However, this will also introduce additional hardware cost in the schedule unit. Overall, with a larger number of RF sets, better performance can be expected. 
Impact on the Memory System
Although IISLP itself does not disturb the memory-coalescing capability, the formation of S-VIs interleaves the execution of per-lane iterations from different VIs. This can degrade memory access behavior. Among the evaluated benchmarks, those exhibiting a substantial increase in performance show a noticeable increase in accesses to the scratchpad memory, with an average increase of about 1.8 times. Fortunately, the increase comes mainly from the unaligned store operations, as the alignment of load operations is well maintained. Unlike the load operations, which can stall the pipeline, the store operations are done in a back-end manner. Thus, extra cost can always be concealed in the computation process. The impact on overall performance is negligible. However, the unaligned store operations can have a side effect on the overall power consumption. Proposing a write buffer to realign the store operations can help, and we leave this to our future work.
RELATED WORK
This work has improved the IS mechanism [Wang et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013 ] by interleaving the execution of consecutive VIs so that SIMD lanes can be dynamically partitioned into branch paths with comparable length. Related techniques are VLT [Rivoire et al. 2006] and VT [Krashinsky et al. 2004] . VLT partitions SIMD lanes statically, and it is not able to dynamically adjust the partition according to branch divergence, which is one of the major causes of SIMD performance limitations. VT added separate instruction caches to each SIMD lane, guaranteeing concurrent execution of different SIMD fragments. However, the scalar control processor can become a bottleneck of instruction bandwidth in VT when different instructions are demanded by SIMD lanes. Another drawback of this approach is the scalability problem and significant area overhead caused by the per-lane instruction cache structure. In fact, the successor ] of the VT architecture has removed such per-lane cache structure.
Beside the preceding two schemes, there are several approaches for the branch divergence problem. These approaches can be divided into two categories. One is the branch merging execution scheme, which lets SIMD lanes under different control flows run sequentially after the branch divergence point and then merge together to run concurrently after the branch convergence point. Examples include the MAVEN architecture, which adopts a pending vector fragment buffer (PVFB). Each time after the branch divergence point, SIMD lanes under the fall-through path continue their execution while SIMD lanes under the taken path are suspended into the PVFB and executed later. The branch merging scheme improves the performance of the GI scheme [Bouknight et al. 1972] . However, SIMD lanes are still underutilized between the divergence and convergence points of application kernels.
Another is the branch paths interleaving scheme, which enables concurrent scheduling of SIMD lanes under different branch paths so that during cycles when SIMD lanes under one branch path are waiting for long latency events, other SIMD lanes can still make progress. DWS [Meng et al. 2010] interleaves the execution of SIMD lanes under two branch paths while taking into account the divergence in SIMD memory access latencies. This results in improved memory latency hiding and memory-level parallelism. The dual-path model [Rhu and Erez 2013b] improves DWS with optimal reconvergence of branch paths at the immediate postdonimator [Fung et al. 2007] , achieving a high SIMD lane utilization rate. The multipath [EITantawy et al. 2014 ] scheme further extends the dual-path model by interleaving the execution of SIMD lanes under multiple branch paths while the optimal reconvergence is still well maintained. This is fulfilled with two separate tables for tracking the execution of multiple branch paths and their reconvergence points separately. Although subsets of SIMD lanes under different branch paths can be scheduled concurrently, only one subset under the same branch path can be executed at a time, whereas all SIMD lanes under different branch paths can be executed concurrently in IISLP.
The third approach is the dynamic regrouping method, which regroups datasets or control flows at runtime so that the newly formed group of datasets or control flows become suitable to be executed on SIMD architectures. Conditional stream operations [Kapasi et al. 2000 ] regroup the datasets into subsets with identical control flow. Thus, a kernel with divergent control flow is broken into multiple kernels connected with interkernel buffers. Each newly formed kernel has regular control flows. DWF [Fung et al. 2007 [Fung et al. , 2009 , TBC [Fung et al. 2011] , LWM [Narasiman et al. 2011] , and CAPRI [Rhu and Erez 2012] adopt the idea of regrouping control flows, where threads from different warps after the branch divergence point are regrouped. Thus, the newly formed warps are suitable for executing on SIMD architectures. The key difference between IISLP and the regrouping method is that we regroup similar control flows together rather than identical ones. This helps to main a high regrouping efficiency with reasonable hardware cost. The SIMD lane permutation scheme [Rhu and Erez 2013a] improved the regrouping efficiency of TBC by interleaving the execution of SIMD fragments in a horizontal direction, which is orthogonal to our approach, as we interleaved the execution of SIMD fragments in a vertical direction.
CONCLUSION
This article proposes an IISLP architecture that interleaves the execution of consecutive VIs after branch divergence so that SIMD fragments with comparable branch path length can be dynamically rescheduled to form S-VIs. Compared to original Vis, these synthetic ones can substantially reduce pipeline bubbles. We find that our proposal addresses some key challenges of IS [Wang et al. 2012 [Wang et al. , 2013 while maintaining its ability in dynamic SIMD lane partition upon divergent branches. Our evaluation quantifies that IISLP achieves an overall 28% speedup over the IS mechanism for a set of divergent applications. Comparisons with DWF and MIMD are also carried out. In the future, we plan to investigate the realigning of store operations. Besides that, more comprehensive compiler support will also be investigated for the IISLP architecture.
